
MINICOURSE ON SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

Learning by doing

System Identi�cation is the theory, art and practice of building mathemat-

ical models of dynamical systems from observed input-output data. The

literature on the subject is quite extensive, and in a 90 minute minicourse

we can of course only scratch the surface of the topic. In this course we shall

not at all dwell on the theory, but just illustrate possibilities and di�uculties

by trying the methods on some data sets.

The material you have available for the course is as follows

1. Description of some data sets to be examined (below). Choose what

you want.

2. The System Identi�cation Toolbox, version 5.0.1 with a graphical user

interface.

3. \Ten basic questions about System Identi�cation": A micro-introduction

4. The HELP texts within the Graphical User Interface.

5. The Manual for the System Identi�cation Toolbox is available in the

room.

Procedure:

� Start the toolbox by typing ident.

� Load an Example Session. See below.

� or

{ Load the real data sets by typing load data in the command

window.

{ The data are stored as IDDATA objects. The names of the di�er-

ent data sets are given below. Type the name of the set in the

command window to get some quick info. Do plot(fouga) (or
wahtever data name) to see the data.

{ Import the data into ident by choosing Import ... in the Data

popupmenu. Choose the IDDATA object format in the import

popupmenu.
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� Build models!

Some Example Sessions

When you start the GUI for the �rst time four example sessions are availabe.

You may choose to work with these directly, by simply selecting them under

the menu item File. This will bring you right into a \session" with some

models already created.

The sessions are

� dryer The dryer2 data described below

� steam The steam engine data, described below

� iddata1 and iddata7 the simulated data sets, mentioned below.

The sets iddata1 and dryer are the simpler ones.

Some Simulated Data Sets

You have available eight data sets:

iddata1

iddata2
...

iddata8

These are simulated data. There are thus "correct solutions" to them. Ex-

amine several of them, and try to �gure out how they have been generated.

The data object in iddata1 is called z1, etc.

Real Process Data

dry2: Data from a \hairdryer". The input is the power of the heater and
the output is the temperature of the air at the outlet of the dryer. The

sampling interval is 0.08 seconds.
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dcservo This is real data from a laboratory scale DC-servo (Feedback).

The output is the angular position of the motor shaft, and the input is the

applied voltage to the motor. The sampling interval is 50 ms. In order for

the angle to stay within plus minus �, the input had to be determined by
feedback. A proportional regulator was applied and the reference signal was

chosen as a binary random signal.

steamdat: Data from the Control Division's model steam engine driving an

electric generator. This process has two inputs and two outputs. The inputs

are (1) Pressure of the "steam" (compressed air) and (2) the magnetization

voltage to the generator. The outputs are (1) the frequency and (2) the

voltage of the generated current. The experiment was performed in open

loop and the sampling interval was 50 ms.

mechanic: These are data collected from a highly oscillatory, but rather
noise-free mechanical system. Quite high model orders will be required for

good models.

ecnmtr: These are the sales data, given by Box and Jenkins(1970). The

input is the leading sales indicator, while the output is the actual sales.

fouga: These are the gas furnace data, given by Box and Jenkins(1970).

The input is the methane (CH4) ow, while the output is the percentage of

the carbondioxide (CO2) in the fumes.

glass: This data sets is taken from a glass drawing manufacturing company

in France. The glass data contains the drawing speed as input and the

thickness of the manufactured glass tube as output. The drawing speed is

the speed at which the glass tube is drawn at the production line.

jas: These are data from one of the test ights of JAS-GRIPEN. The

output is the pitch rate and the three inputs are various control surfaces on

the wings.

Choose one or several of these data sets and construct models that appear

to be good!
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1. Basic Questions About System Identification
1
The System Identification

Problem

1. Basic Questions About System Identification
What is System Identification?
System Identification allows you to build mathematical models of a dynamic
system based on measured data.

How is that done?
Essentially by adjusting parameters within a given model until its output co-
incides as well as possible with the measured output.

How do you know if the model is any good?
A good test is to take a close look at the model’s output compared to the mea-
sured one on a data set that wasn’t used for the fit (“Validation Data”).

Can the quality of the model be tested in other ways?
It is also valuable to look at what the model couldn’t reproduce in the data (“the
residuals”). This should not be correlated with other available information,
such as the system's input.

What models are most common?
The techniques apply to very general models. Most common models are differ-
ence equations descriptions, such as ARX and ARMAX models, as well as all
types of linear state-space models.
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The System Identification Problem
Do you have to assume a model of a particular type?
For parametric models, you have to specify the structure. However, if you just
assume that the system is linear, you can directly estimate its impulse or step
response using Correlation Analysis or its frequency response using Spectral
Analysis. This allows useful comparisons with other estimated models.

What does the System Identification Toolbox contain?
It contains all the common techniques to adjust parameters in all kinds of lin-
ear models. It also allows you to examine the models’ properties, and to check
if they are any good, as well as to preprocess and polish the measured data.

Isn’t it a big limitation to work only with linear models?
No, actually not. Most common model nonlinearities are such that the mea-
sured data should be nonlinearly transformed (like squaring a voltage input if
you think that it’s the power that is the stimuli). Use physical insight about the
system you are modeling and try out such transformations on models that are
linear in the new variables, and you will cover a lot!

How do I get started?
If you are a beginner, browse through Chapter 2, “The Graphical User Inter-
face” and then try out a couple of the data sets that come with the toolbox. Use
the graphical user interface (GUI) and check out the built-in help functions to
understand what you are doing.

Is this really all there is to System Identification?
Actually, there is a huge amount written on the subject. Experience with real
data is the driving force to understand more. It is important to remember that
any estimated model, no matter how good it looks on your screen, has only
picked up a simple reflection of reality. Surprisingly often, however, this is suf-
ficient for rational decision making.
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2. Common Terms Used in System Identifica-
tion
2. Common Terms Used in System Identification
This section defines some of the terms that are frequently used in System Iden-
tification.

• Estimation Data is the data set that is used to fit a model to data. In the GUI
this is the same as the Working Data.

• Validation Data is the data set that is used for model validation purposes.
This includes simulating the model for these data and computing the resid-
uals from the model when applied to these data.

• Model Viewsare various ways of inspecting the properties of a model. They
include looking at zeros and poles, transient and frequency response, and
similar things.

• Data Viewsare various ways of inspecting properties of data sets. A most
common and useful thing is just to plot the data and scrutinize it.
So-called outliers could be detected then. These are unreliable measure-
ments, perhaps arising from failures in the measurement equipment. The
frequency contents of the data signals, in terms of periodograms or spectral
estimates, is also most revealing to study.

• Model Setsor Model Structures are families of models with adjustable param-
eters. Parameter Estimation amounts to finding the “best” values of these pa-
rameters. The System Identification problem amounts to finding both a good
model structure and good numerical values of its parameters.

• Parametric Identification Methods are techniques to estimate parameters in
given model structures. Basically it is a matter of finding (by numerical
search) those numerical values of the parameters that give the best agree-
ment between the model’s (simulated or predicted) output and the measured
one.

• Nonparametric Identification Methods are techniques to estimate model behav-
ior without necessarily using a given parametrized model set.
Typical nonparametric methods include Correlation analysis, which estimates
a system’s impulse response, and Spectral analysis, which estimates a sys-
tem’s frequency response.

• Model Validation is the process of gaining confidence in a model. Essentially
this is achieved by “twisting and turning” the model to scrutinize all aspects
of it. Of particular importance is the model’s ability to reproduce the behav-
ior of the Validation Data sets. Thus it is important to inspect the properties
of the residuals from the model when applied to the Validation Data.
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